In brief
Project: Timber frame
new build
Location Holywell,
Cambridgeshire
Cost £465,000

DETAIL &

determination
Doug and Nadine Scott have paid careful
attention to detail to build a timber frame house
full of clever ideas and innovative techniques.
STORY: LOUISE PARKIN

D

oug and Nadine Scott lived in their
spacious Cambridgshire farmhouse for
30 years, and although they felt no need
to downsize, the scale of renovation
work needed to maintain the property
gradually became unmanageable. “We are now in
our 70s and 80s and we wanted a house that would
look after us, rather than us looking after it. And that
is exactly what we have,” says Doug. With bills that
could amount to £6,000 a year just for heating oil,
somewhere more economical to run was also appealing.
Doug, 80, is a retired chartered engineer, and Nadine,
75, worked at the Cambridge University Institute of
Astronomy with a number of astronomers who were
to become household names. The couple had always
dreamed that they would build their own home, and
heard that a tired bungalow just 100m from their
home was about to come onto the market. The Scotts
contacted the owner and agreed a sale immediately.
Built in the 1950s, the house had concrete roof
tiles, with ugly drainage pipes clearly visible.
The location was perfect, however. Nestled on a
quiet site of just over half an acre, the site looked
over open meadows, with no through-traffic.
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EXTERIOR

The steelframed new
house stands
above the
prestigious
beach of
Bigbury
on Sea.

HOMES New build

a mechanical – not civil – engineer,
“butI was
I enjoyed the project enormously.
”

The property is in a Conservation Area and next
door to a listed building. Doug and Nadine planned
to remodel the tired and unattractive bungalow and
approached architect Peter Bank for advice. “He
walked around the house for a long time in silence –
and then said, ‘I think it’ll have to come down,’” Doug
recalls. “I have known Peter for 30 years and we had
similar ideas, both of us contributing to the design.
Sometimes I put my foot down and sometimes he
did. The vaulted interior was my idea and the exterior
was almost all his,” says Doug, who measured the
spaces in their farmhouse and their furniture to
incorporate the correct dimensions into the design.
Doug also built a model of the site to help with the
planning application. This proved useful when it came to
levelling the plot. Vast amounts of spoil were removed
from the site and dispersed onto an accommodating
local farmer’s land, to ensure that parked cars did
not interrupt the view from the front of the house.
The Scotts were inspired by barn-style buildings,
attracted by the visual style and the open spaces that
such buildings offered.They approached Potton, a
local design and build company, to provide a bespoke
timber frame. They met with a Potton designer and
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In detail
PROJECT

Architect Peter Banks
Builder Lynxcourt Ltd:
Structural engineer Richard Money
Associates: rma-structural-engineers.co.uk
Garden design Marney Hall:
marneyhallconsultancy.co.uk

STRUCTURE

Timber frame Potton: potton.co.uk
Plumber Bilhams Heating + Plumbing:
bilhams.co.uk
Electrician Colin Barson Electrical
Services Ltd: electricianhuntingdon.com
Roofer FRS Roofing: frsroofingltd.com
Renderer Wilson Plasterers:
wilsonandsonplastering.co.uk
Roof tiles/slates Sahtas multi, handmade
clay: sahtas.co.uk
Rainwater goods Metal Solutions:
metalsolutions.uk.com
Timber weatherboard cladding
Windows and external doors Bereco
Ltd: bereco.co.uk
Roof lights Lumen Rooflight:
lumenrooflight.co.uk
Render Parex: parex.co.uk
Underfloor heating The Floor Heating
Warehouse: thefloorheatingwarehouse.co.uk

Air source heat pumps Genvex GE
Premium 3; Ariston NUOS 200 Total
Home Environment: totalhome.co.uk
MVHR system and ASHP Genvex GE
Premium 3 Total Home Environment:
totalhome.co.uk

FIXTURES AND FITTINGS

Electric fire cassette Dimplex: dimplex.co.uk
Kitchen Supplier Masterclass Kitchens:
masterclasskitchens.co.uk
Quartz worktop CRL Stone: crlquartz.co.uk
Appliances Neff: neff.co.uk
Sanitaryware Sottini: sottini.co.uk and
Ideal Standard: ideal-standard.co.uk
Laminate flooring Pergo: pergo.co.uk
Lighting hardware Mr Resistor: mrresistor.co.uk, LED Lighthouse: ledlighthouse.co.uk
Carpets Hazell Carpets: hazellflooring.com
Staircase and joinery Coach House
Joinery Ltd: coachhousejoinery.com
Hob and Ovens Neff: neff.co.uk
Switches and sockets Hamilton:
hamilton-litestat.com
External paving Ridgeons: ridgeons.co.uk
Stonework Ian Lewis:
Paint Dulux: dulux.co.uk, Farrow and Ball:
farrow-ball.co.uk

their own architect, and decided to choose the
most energy efficient timber frame and infill panels.
“Potton were excellent,” Doug says. “Any problems
or questions were always dealt with efficiently, and
watching the frame go up was a really big moment.”
Gaining planning permission was difficult because
of the sensitive site conditions. Doug and Nadine
had hoped to utilise some of the existing foundations
of the bungalow, but the planners insisted that the
new house was repositioned on the site, making
50 per cent of the old foundations unusable.
The floorplan was flipped over, so that the eastfacing sitting room would now be west facing.
The irregular-shaped barn-style roof is clad
in handmade clay tiles, with a gable dormer
window and rooms in the roof space, and bespoke
conservation roof lights above. A generous overhang
is supported with oak beams which enhances the
barn look and reduces overheating in the summer,
while providing a partially covered terrace.
The timber frame walls are clad in block and
covered with white render, while weatherboarding
has been used for the carport which extends at
a right angle from the main part of the house.
The timber double-glazed windows are painted
grey on the outside and off-white inside, and the
entrance has a bespoke barn-style front door.
A local builder who worked with Doug on previous
projects was employed to carry out the preparation
for the timber frame, demolishing the bungalow,
undertaking the groundworks and completing the
fitting out after the timber frame had been erected.
Doug spent every day on the site, appointing
subcontractors and scheduling deliveries. “I was a
mechanical engineer, not a civil one, but I enjoyed
that element of the project enormously,” he says.
No stranger to building work, Doug had carried
out much of the renovation work on his previous
home, demonstrating careful attention to detail. His
career, which took him all over the world, has inspired
an innovative approach to the heating system, the
lighting scheme and whole-house audio system.
A heat recovery ventilation unit is fitted with
an additional air source heat pump, recovering
more heat from the outgoing air which provides
adequate heating to meet daily needs. Underfloor
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HOMES New build

Since we finished Nadine has had a stroke. Having a
“house
like this has certainly made life easier for us.”

heating provides an additional heat source, and
another air source heat pump supplies hot water.
The lighting scheme has been cleverly designed and
some unusual techniques used to create interesting
effects. Narrow beam downlights ensure that only the
table top is illuminated in the dining area, while LED
strip lights have been recessed into the underside of
the banister rail. This lights up the stairs and landing
without a visible light source. The area above the
banisters is lit too, although less brightly than with
conventional overhead lighting. “I researched every light
fitting carefully and considered the lumens of every
bulb. I have a keen interest in photography and light
and I understand how important it is to get the right
amount and the right effect. I used lots of concealed strip
LEDs, creating washes of light across various walls.”
The bespoke audio system is created by sound
transducers discreetly hidden behind the walls in
all the major rooms, so the whole wall vibrates to
become a loudspeaker. Electrical wiring is split
into two separate supplies so that lighting and
essential services can be supplied from a battery
powered back-up in the event of a power cut.
The living space on the ground floor is light and airy,
thanks to the vaulted ceilings above the kitchen that
soar up to the roof ridge. There are no dark corridors,
just well connected yet distinct spaces. The Masterclass
kitchen was inspired by the galley kitchen in a house the
Scotts lived in many years ago. Nadine wanted to go from
one side of the kitchen to the other in one step, and so
an island, containing the hob, was positioned laterally
to the run of wall units. The island also demarcates
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CAPTIONS

The steelframed new
house stands
above the
prestigon Sea.

the kitchen area from the breakfast room, creating a
connection with the breakfast room, while a generous
walk-in larder is positioned to one end of the kitchen.
Flooring throughout the entire ground floor is greywashed laminate, chosen for its two-plus-metre plank
lengths, laid over in-slab electric underfloor heating.
This is installed over an insulated concrete screed,
which heats up using cheaper nighttime electricity and
remains warm for hours afterwards. “The whole ground
floor becomes one big storage heater!” says Doug.
The Scotts continued to live in their farmhouse during
the first year of the build, but when they sold it there
was pressure to move in. The kitchen, master bedroom
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and bathroom were completed, but the living room
was used as the carpenter’s workshop containing all his
machines and equipment. The remaining accommodation
was completed six months later, although 18 months
on there are minor tasks still to be completed.
The living room is divided by a chimney breast
fitted with an electric cassette fire visible from both
sides. One side of the room is a sunny formal room
with views over the river and meadow, with bifold
doors opening onto a paved, south-facing terrace.
The other side is a cosy snug with rich peach walls.
The dining area has a large sash-effect fullheight window and opposite is a lift shaft, designed
to allow Doug and Nadine to stay in the house
permanently. “It was a good job we completed the
house when we did because since we finished it

PICTURES
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“We thought more about the
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house we wanted than the
budget, and I think it cost
more than it’s worth. But it’s far
exceeded our expectations.”

HOMES New build
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Nadine has had a stroke. Having a house like this
has certainly made life easier for us,” Doug says.
The first floor has three large bedrooms on either
side of the vaulted ceilings which soar above the
spacious kitchen. The master suite is to one side of
the house, the two guest bedrooms, each of which
have en suites, to the other connected by a bridge
landing. “This could easily become a five-bedroom
house by filling in the vaulted ceilings, but we liked
the idea of open barn-style spaces,” says Doug.
The garden will come into its own this year after
3,000 bulbs were planted in 2018. Designed by
local garden designer Marney Hall, a wild flower
garden has been planted outside the sitting room,
while trees and shrubs will grow elsewhere.
“Everything is done to a high standard. We thought
more about the house we wanted than the budget, and
I think it cost more than it’s worth. But it’s far exceeded
our expectations and feels like we are really living in
the countryside, far more than we were before, even
though we are just down the road!” says Doug.

The final word
What was the
high point?
When the timber frame
was complete and we
could really see the
shape of the house.
And the low point…?
When I arrived on site
one night and found the
people who were laying
the screed ripping out
the floor insulation!
What was your
greatest extravagance?
The lift probably, but
this is our forever
home and the lift
makes it possible.
And your best buy?

The Dimplex Optimyst
fire cassette which is
built into the see-through
fireplace between the
sitting room and the
snug. It produces a very
realistic impression of a
log fire complete with
smoke (water vapour)
and crackling noises. No
cutting and carrying of
logs, no ash to clear and
no dust. Just press the
button for a ‘real’ fire.
Even the dog is fooled.
What do you like most
about your new home?
The situation. The
amount of glass means
that we have views

from everywhere and
it’s beautiful. We also
love the ease of moving
around. It makes living
here very easy.
Is there anything
you would change?
Absolutely nothing!
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